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 s with many emergent
 themes in today's society, globalisation is
 simple and complex. Put simply, it is the
 collapsing of time and space; the process
 whereby through mass communication,
 multi-national commerce, internation
 alised politics, and transnational regulation
 we seem to be moving inexorably towards
 a single culture. The more complex inter
 pretation of globalisation is as paradox -
 wherein there are as many pressures
 driving us in the direction of the common
 culture as those keeping us apart.
 In its contemporary form globalisa
 tion means modernisation and the mar
 keting of predominant consumerist
 values. The influence of modernisation
 over developing cultures in transition is
 initially destabilising of custom and tradi
 tion. Crime is now crucial for this process
 of destabilisation, and crime control is
 expected to restore order. Globalisation,
 modernisation, development, crime and
 its control are now interrelated in such a
 constant and consistent fashion so as to
 significantly influence global culture.
 An appreciation of crime within global
 The Age
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 isation is only partial unless control is con
 sidered. Control is more than a response
 to crime. The globalised strategies of
 crime control tend also to reveal the
 impetus for globalisation. Crime and its
 control, as global political concerns, are
 now essential features of global culture.
 The example of drug law enforcement,
 discussed later, manifests this.
 What follows is a brief insight into the
 connections between crime and globali
 sation. This rests on considerations of the
 way crime promotes globalisation, the
 way in which crime is a characteristic of
 globalisation, and how globalisation has
 tended to influence crime and control.
 In its harmonious state, globalisation
 tends to universalise crime problems and
 generalise control responses. The unity
 of globalisation is as yet more convincing
 at a symbolic level. Crime represents
 unequivocal symbols around which
 global ethics are confirmed. Crime
 control claims an irrefutable mandate for
 global order, and a symbolic terrain
 across which order rules.
 The commodification of the globe,
 and the pre-eminence of the marketplace
 has made profit the global ethic. Crime is
 choices and relationships for profit.
 These choices and relationships cross
 over the boundaries criminalisation pre
 tends to maintain.
 The Crime-Globalisation Nexus
 Globalisation creates new and
 favourable contexts for crime. This is the
 consequence of what Harvey refers to as
 the "compression of time and the annihi
 lation of space" (1989:293-5). Commer
 cial crime relationships, in particular, are
 set free to benefit from opportunities not
 dissimilar to those enjoyed by multina
 tional enterprise beyond the jurisdiction
 of the individual state, and the limitations
 of single markets.
 The process of time-space compres
 sion, which is globalisation has enhanced
 material crime relationships to an extent
 where they require analysis in a similar
 fashion to that of any other crucial market
 force. The claim of globalisation is that:
 Spatial barriers have collapsed so that
 the world is now a single field within
 which capitalism can operate, and
 capital flows become more and more
 sensitive to the relative advantages of
 particular spatial locations (waters,
 1995:57-58).
 The context of crime is such a loca
 tion.
 The globalisation of capital from
 money to the electronic transfer of credit,
 of transactions of wealth from the
 exchange of property to info-technology,
 and the seemingly limitless expanse of
 immediate and instantaneous global
 markets have enabled the transformation
 of crime beyond people, places, and
 even identifiable victims. Crime is now as
 much a feature of the emergent glob
 alised culture as is every other aspect of
 its consumerism.
 Common themes for crime and glob
 alisation are commodification and profit.
 The market place is an essential context
 for modernisation and crime's place
 within the market appears crucial in
 understanding the nexus between crime
 and globalisation. Even where crime
 relationships are those of power and
 domination, the materialist conse
 quences of crime are rarely denied.
 These consequences sit well with the
 motivations behind modern material cul
 tures.
 Crime and the Global Culture
 Globalisation is changing our under
 standing of culture and its significance as
 a context within which crime is con
 structed and played out. Until recently,
 the diversity of world cultures has meant
 that the analysis of crime has tended to
 be culturally specific. However, in the
 likelihood of "globalised world (where)
 there will be a single society and culture
 occupying the planet" (Waters, 1995:3), a
 more integrative and dynamic contextual
 analysis for crime, particularly as it sits
 within any universal culture, is required.
 Having said this, our world is still far
 from the universalised culture in all quar
 ters. Globalisation is a transitional state. It
 is illusory and potentially distracting at
 this stage of the globalisation process
 only to concentrate on "the collapsing" of
 time and space without recognising the
 diversity of human consciousness which
 remains (see Giddens, 1996).
 Globalisation as a concept refers both
 to the compression of and the intensifica
 tion of consciousness of the world as a
 whole...both concrete global interde
 pendence and consciousness of the
 global whole in the twentieth century.
 (Robertson, 1992:8)
 Globalisation is paradoxical in the
 way it unifies and delineates, internation
 alises and localises. Crime demonstrates
 a similar duality. While crime on the
 streets might be viewed as a local issue
 and crime in the multi-national board
 room more as global, there remain
 important contextual themes common to
 both, inextricably essential to an under
 standing of either. This is where an inter
 active appreciation of crime in context is
 important to an understanding and
 analysis of crime as a force for globalisa
 tion and vice versa, rather than being
 restricted to representations of crime as
 criminals, offences or victims; aliens in
 the "global village".
 One significant cultural theme in glob
 alisation is development. More than
 modernisation, development is a para
 digm effecting all world cultures, and an
 international financial dogma intruding
 on all societies in transition.
 Along with development, free market
 economics, and the reconstruction of
 centralised economies motivate change,
 particularly in Eastern Europe. The dis
 course generated around these themes of
 change reflects a tendency to marginalise
 crime as a "foreign import" or a "black
 market aberration". This, in turn, dimin
 ishes the significance of a crime market
 within these emergent economies, and
 ignores the opportunity of using crime as
 a critical measure of free market econom
 ics to achieve reconstruction.
 Global priorities such as economic
 reconstruction largely define the direc
 tion of modernisation, within contempo
 rary cultural and social development in
 whatever paradigm. So too are they inte
 gral to current representations of crime
 and crime control, particularly when
 crime is targeted as a challenge to the
 realisation of such priorities. However,
 the place of crime within themes of
 change is not so straight-forward.
 As Giddens suggests (1996), whereas
 24
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 globalisation was initially the province of
 Westernised cultures, it is now outside
 and beyond the exclusive control of any
 particular cultural influence. It is the
 international influence of consumerist
 market economics, rather than the partic
 ular impact of culture, which presently
 fuels globalisation (in a somewhat similar
 fashion to the way in which it shapes
 transnational criminal enterprise).
 For instance, corruption, if it is essen
 tial to the maintenance of a local black
 market, will exist as the giving and
 receiving of material advantage. Where
 corruption is a feature of government, it
 transforms beyond local exchanges of
 advantage into processes of influence
 which become political networks. For
 corruption to replace the work ethic of
 the community and the sense of duty of
 the public official, it challenges themes of
 rights and responsibilities which identify
 a democratic, globalised culture.
 As with many aspects of culture, our
 understandings of crime, reliant as they
 are on media imagery, popular wisdom,
 and symbolism, now require a global
 representation.
 Popular Wisdom on Crime
 A widespread and prevailing interest
 in crime is a desire at community levels
 for simple and convincing evaluations of
 crime problems. So saying, the "local
 wisdom" about crime is both problematic
 and indicative. While usually failing to
 provide a sufficient understanding of
 crime in context, this wisdom goes a long
 way towards identifying what is trou
 bling people about crime, and where and
 in what form it is feared.
 The relationships, dynamics and con
 sequences of crime are derived mainly
 from popular impressions, rather than
 critical scholarly analysis. Popular
 impressions determine climates of fear
 and isolation, which impact on the
 quality of life within communities. This is
 more so than actual crime victimisation.
 Consistently the desire to know more
 about crime within communities has
 been satisfied by misleading political dis
 course, or academic equivocation. Partial
 or unbalanced "understandings" of crime
 themselves become a significant variable
 Drug crime operates in a
 highly selective and
 discretionary political and
 social context. This context is
 essential to the perpetuation
 of drug economies, as it is to
 the maintenance of
 international political
 priorities. Without
 criminalisation the profit
 motive behind drug trafficking
 would not be ensured.
 in the context of crime, thereby influenc
 ing the shape it assumes and the effect it
 renders through its essential relation
 ships.
 Relationships of Crime
 Relationships which are criminal
 essentially depend on choice. Arising
 from considerations of crime as choice is
 the need to reveal the stages through
 which crime relationships are moulded,
 opportunities responded to, and conse
 quent choice is transacted. In the same
 way that choice is essential to crime rela
 tionships, it is crucial for considerations
 of control. Strategies for crime control,
 local and global, and the institutions
 created to support these, reveal the way
 in which choices about crime and
 choices about control are interdepen
 dent. International and domestic drug
 law enforcement relies, for instance, on
 the structure of the drug trade, and is
 essential for the maintenance of that
 structure.
 Crime is interactive and as such
 depends on personal relationships, and
 institutional reactions. Unless crime is
 discussed in terms of interaction, its
 dynamic influence within global social
 change may be overlooked. In both local
 and global language, crime and criminal
 ity are talked about as if one party to a
 relationship, or one institution in an
 administrative process is responsible or
 responsive. As a result perpetrators are
 stereotyped, victims are marginalised,
 control agencies are distorted, and justice
 policy is misdirected.
 For contexts wherein laws regulate
 behaviour, crime is a trigger for the
 inception of control relationships. Some
 times the reverse is also true. Usually
 crime is characterised as a breach of legal
 prohibitions which are graduated in
 terms of their seriousness, or the severity
 of the harm resulting from their violation.
 While the measure of crime seriousness
 is a culturally-relative exercise, violence
 against individuals is more often than not
 an aggravating feature of crime in most
 community settings.
 However, the social positioning of
 crime is not simply a matter of determin
 ing the seriousness of crime or its conse
 quences. The status of the offender or the
 victim, the priorities of criminal justice
 agencies, and the perceptions of govern
 ments and communities influence the
 representation of crime, and reactions to
 it. For example, in both developed and
 developing societies significant invest
 ments of control resources are directed
 against minor property crimes, public
 order offences, as well as certain crimes
 of serious violence, individual against
 individual. At the same time, theft by cor
 porations, environmental destruction, or
 violence by state agencies against indi
 viduals may not receive a similar inten
 sity of control effort or state response.
 The harm caused, the seriousness of the
 behaviour, or the extent of victimisation
 does not explain such differential treat
 ment. Nor will the laws against criminal
 activity necessarily clarify the position. It
 is the social context of crime which holds
 the key to its significance. It could be
 either local or global contexts, the story
 remains the same.
 Globalised Situations of Crime
 The unification of global culture is
 politically motivated through Western
 ised priorities. One priority is the eradica
 tion of recreational drug abuse. Whether
 in a medical or social order context, this
 common view is enforced even in cul
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 tures where traditions differ from the
 modernised West when it comes to drug
 production and consumption. In addi
 tion, the commercial realities which
 influence developing agrarian eco
 nomies may generate an alternative com
 mercial expedient in drug production
 and export. In these settings interna
 tional crime control priorities may not
 make good economic sense.
 Drug crime operates in a highly selec
 tive and discretionary political and social
 context. This context is essential to the
 perpetuation of drug economies, as it is
 to the maintenance of international polit
 ical priorities. Without criminalisation the
 profit motive behind drug trafficking
 would not be ensured. Without criminali
 sation the creation of international law
 enforcement policies under the authority
 of uniform legal prohibitions would not
 be possible. Governments would there
 fore have to expose their drug control
 politics to a more sensitive form of analy
 sis, not diverted or distracted by neutral
 and universal concepts of crime and pun
 ishment.
 Criminalisation is an essential element
 within discretionary and selective drug
 control. Without it, the meaning of the
 supply and demand stages of drug
 economies would be ambiguous. In fact,
 the whole monopolistic structure of drug
 markets, and the distortions of price and
 purity of supply which arise as a result of
 market regulation would not be prevalent
 without the globalised and selective crim
 inalisation of drug sale and use patterns.
 This has led to an internationalised
 trade (supply and demand) structure,
 where global prohibitions create global
 market conditions to exploit regional
 supply and national demand, through
 transnational enterprise.
 The criminalisation of drugs and the
 drug trade on an international level pro
 vides one of the clearest indications of
 crime's importance for global politics.
 For example, the recent history of the
 criminalisation of opiate abuse and trade
 (see; Ward and Dobinson, 1988) is all
 about international influence (political
 and medical). Even today the agenda for
 the "war on drugs" is as colonial and
 imperialist as any recent military excur
 sion.1
 The hypocrisy of the global drugs/
 crime problem does not stop at the slip
 page between medical mission and polit
 ical intervention. Global economic prior
 ities almost force-feed agrarian-based
 developing economies to cash crop. The
 markets for legitimate cash cropping,
 such as coffee, sugar and cotton, are
 reliant on the fickle tastes of the devel
 oped world. One such market which is
 uniquely stable and growing is the drugs
 market. The principal producers of the
 fashionable drugs of choice are the
 developing world, and the vast market
 for these lucrative cash crops is in the
 developed world. And yet where in other
 economic contexts such supply and
 demand relationships would be fuelled
 by legitimate (rather than illegitimate)
 capital, and barriers to free trade would
 be attacked, with criminalised drugs the
 opposite is the case. Global development
 and economic theory is ignored, or
 reversed, for the sake of political and
 health control agendas.
 In the context of both local and glob
 alised crime control, consistency is sacri
 ficed. Multinational economic priorities
 determine that alcohol and tobacco are
 legitimate while cannabis and opiates are
 To the difficult social and
 cultural adjustments required
 of young rural migrants is
 added the economic reality of
 restricted employment
 opportunities, shortages of
 accommodation and the
 relatively high cost of urban
 living... Is it surprising in
 such a context that crime
 becomes "work"?
 not. Interestingly, it is in the developing
 world where the crime and health conse
 quences of tobacco and alcohol are most
 acutely felt that the argument behind
 their aggressive marketing rests in unbri
 dled free-marketeering. The same
 approach and motivation is criminalised
 when dealing in proscribed drugs.
 Local or Global Crime, or Crime in
 Transition?
 When crime is analysed within a
 global context, the world becomes more
 harmonious and at the same time, more
 diverse. Globalisation, and its impact on
 crime is compared with localised frames
 of reference. This enables consideration
 of transitional images and representa
 tions of crime such as homicide and
 genocide, individual and organised
 crime, corruption of officials or govern
 ments. The latter is uniquely dangerous
 for the developing world.
 One of the most obvious features of
 social development through modernisa
 tion has been the establishment and
 growth of the city, replacing rural life.
 Urban environments provide one of the
 clearest contexts within which the con
 nections between crime and youth,
 crime and gender, and crime and eco
 nomic disparity might be explored. As
 both crime and urbanisation are dynamic
 social phenomena, their relationship has
 been widely discussed in terms of "drift"
 (Matza, 1964). Fluid commitments to
 crime often are demonstrated in similar
 ways as are the choices made by young
 unemployed males to move to the city.
 The urban drift in developing soci
 eties largely features young males. As
 crime is similarly the province of young
 males, then the link here is not surpris
 ing. However, it is not so much the
 process of drift but its subsequent social
 dislocation which importantly leads to
 crime.
 For newly independent states in par
 ticular, the gradual dismantling of colo
 nial laws restricting movement and
 access to towns, or the lifting of resi
 dency and occupation (for example,
 those restrictions enforced in closed,
 centralised economies in eastern
 Europe), have stimulated population
 mobility in developing countries. Add to
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 this the shift in rural populations, due to
 famine, war, and "ethnic cleansing", and
 urban drift has rapidly developed as one
 of the great migratory characteristics of
 modern social development. By contrast,
 a flight from the city has become a migra
 tory pattern of developed countries.
 Decentralisation policies and inner-city
 decay leave the city as little more than a
 business precinct, denuded of residents.
 The depopulation of the cities has now
 become a daily migration, where night
 fall sees the routine shift of workers out
 into the suburbs.
 The fear of crime, now one essence of
 modern city life is an important stimulus
 for the exodus. Further, the exodus alters
 the image of the city in terms of crime
 danger and vulnerability.
 Urbanisation trends in developing
 countries tend to reflect the popular per
 ceptions of the relatively limited oppor
 tunities to develop in rural areas. City
 populations explode as a result, and the
 limited services within these centres, in
 turn rapidly negate those opportunities
 which may have once existed. In addi
 tion, the newly arrived resident is discon
 nected from familiar rural life supports
 and is unfamiliar with the formal, institu
 tional welfare alternatives which the city
 affords, limited as these might be.
 To the difficult social and cultural
 adjustments required of young rural
 migrants is added the economic reality of
 restricted employment opportunities,
 shortages of accommodation and the rel
 atively high cost of urban living. Further,
 the immigrant worker often does not
 bring with him those skills and training
 Drug crime operates in a
 highly selective... social
 context. This context is essen
 tial to the perpetuation of drug
 economies, as it is to the
 maintenance of international
 political priorities. Without
 criminalisation the profit
 motive behind drug trafficking
 would not be ensured.
 essential for wage labour in an emerging
 city. Is it surprising in such a context that
 crime becomes "work"?
 Urban drift might best be seen in
 certain developing contexts as a
 progress of frustration and eventual
 violent dislocation, from one context of
 blocked opportunity, to another of
 diminished or distorted opportunity.
 These are clearly criminogenic condi
 tions; conditions wherein crime and
 society are in rapid states of change.
 However, the concerns for localised
 crime control such as theft and domestic
 violence are exacerbated by the glob
 alised conditions leading to marginalisa
 tion and crime.
 Globalisation is Paradox
 The reconciliation of the intangible
 globalisation and crime presents a
 paradox. This is especially apparent
 when relating crime and marginalisation.
 Social and economic development pro
 motes certain interests and marginalises
 others. If the analysis recognises the
 functional potential of crime as a
 response to marginalisation then it
 becomes more than an exploration of
 strain, opportunity and conflict.
 The concern for crime control, and
 responses to crime in general, should not
 retreat from the challenges of policy.
 Regarding globalised crime in particular,
 the potentials for (and of) an integrated
 crime control strategy are obvious.
 Globalisation may be harmonious and
 diverse: one culture and all cultures. Pri
 marily, it is a process reliant on crucial
 social relationships to defeat and deny
 time and space.
 Crime is one of these relationships. It
 is a natural consequence of modernisa
 tion as well as sharing the consumerist
 and profit priorities which characterise
 the modern. As with modernisation,
 crime can marginalise and reintegrate,
 unify and divide.
 Mark Findlay is associate professor at the
 Institute of Criminology, Law Faculty,
 University of Sydney and is the author of
 The Globalisation of Crime (Cambridge
 University Press, Cambridge, 1999)
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